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Abstract: Ftt:0ZY controls eau de::;c:rihe control rules using fuzzy 
if-then mles awl it can iw:orporate experts' control rules. It is , 
however, difficult to guarantee the stability of fuzzy control ::;ystem . 

This paper presents a new method for stability analysis of fuz:0y 
control system using pctri uets. The proposed method crisply divides 
all of the iuput and output variables of t he fuzzy c:outrollcr and the 
fuzzy model of the controlled object . T his crisp division makes the 
fired rules of the fu:0zy coutrollcr and tJw fu:0:0y model , which have 
truth values greater then 0, l>e single each. These simplified fnz:0y 
rules can be cousidered as discrete clescriptiou of the controller awl 
the controlled object. Dy approximating the fuz:0y control system 
as this discrete system, the system eau be expressed by the petri 
uets . The proposecllllcthod describes the fu:0zy control sy::;tem usiug 
matrix ba::;cd on a bipartite directed multigraph of the petri net , 
thereby euablcs to aualyze the stability of tlw fnzzy coutrol sy::;t;em. 
The aualytic result::; nsing the pctri nets have dear corre::;pouclcw:c to 
the fired fnzzy rules . The dyuall!ic:al bclmvior of tbe ::;ystem arc able 
to be uncler::;tood easi ly. Siumlation is doue to verify tbe proposed 
stability aualysis 111etlwd. 

Keywords: Stability am,ly::;is , Petri net , fnzzy control 

1. Introduction 

Fnz:0y control can describe control rnles nsiug fnz:0y if- tJwn rules awl it can 
incorporate experts' controllmowlcdgc. It is, however , diHicnlt to gnara.n tec tlw 
stability of fn:0zy control ::;ystem. Stndies have bceu doue to ;umly:0e the stability 
of fu:0zy control Sy::;telll, Kitamma and Kmo:0tlllli (HJ01 ), Hojo , Terano, Tvia::;ni 
(1092), Tauaka and Sngeuo (1000, 1002) . These ::;tndie::; arc c!fective to mmlyze 
the ::;tahility of the fttZ:0Y coutrol systelll. However , the dis t iuguishiug feature 
of the fnzzy controls, i.e. ea:;ily nl!Clerstanda hle liugnistic cxpressious, wa::; uot 
used iu thc::;e amdy::;i::; uwtlwds. 
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The authors have proposed a method to describe the dynamical behav
ior of the fuzzy control system Fmuhashi, Horikawa and Uchikawa (Hl03), 
Hasegawa, Horikawa, Furuhashi cmd Uc:hikawa (1005), Adachi , Horikawa, Fu
ruhashi and Uc:hikawa (1095). The authors call the method "Rule-to-Rnlc lVlap
ping method". This method can describe the dynamical behavior of the fuzzy 
control system as transitions betweeu the fuzzy rules of the controller aucl the 
controlled object . In Adachi, Horikawa, Fmuhashi and Uchikawa (1005), a uew 
design method of fuzzy controller from linguistic specifications which uses the 
linguistic: rnles of t he fuzzy model of the controlled object was also proposed. 
However, the stability analysis using the Rulc-to-Rnlc lVlapping method was uot 
able to be done. 

The au thors Hasegawa, Fnruhashi and Uchikawa (199Ga, b , c) have proposed 
a stability aualysis method of fuzzy control system using petri uets. These 
methods simplify the fuzzy control system as a discrete system aud describe 
the fuzzy control system nsing the petri nets, sec Rcisig (1085). Tlw next-state 
function of the petri nets enal.Jlcs to analyze the stability of the fuzzy control 
system. Iu these proposed methods, all trausitious of the pet ri net have clear 
relationships with the fuzzy rnles of the controller and the controlled object. It 
is easy to grasp the relationships betweeu the Lehavior of t he coutrol system and 
the fuzzy rules. This method made the best nse of the distingnishiug feature 
of fuzzy controls, i.e. easily understawlablc linguistic expressions. However, the 
proposed analysis method yet tests the firing vector of transitions experimentally 
to analyze t he stability of the fuzzy coutrol system. 

This paper presents a new method for stability analysis of t !JC fuzzy control 
system using a matrix l.Jased ou a bipartite directed multigraph of the pctri 
net. This method enables to analyze the stability of the fuzzy control system 
by calculation of matrices and the vectors. This paper preseuts a new theorem 
of stability of fm;zy control systems. Simulation is done to verify the stability 
analysis by the proposed method. 

2. Description of the fuzzy rules using Petri nets 

Fuzzy control is an effective tool to incorporate experts ' control know-how into 
the controller. This paper deals wit h the design of fnzzy controller to automatize 
controls done by human experts. vVheu t he kuowledge of the controlled object 
is available, the incorporation of experts' c:outrol know-how can be expedited. 
Fuzzy modcling of the controlled object is effect ive to acquire the kuowledge of 
the object iu the form of fuzzy rnles Aclachi , Horikawa, Fumhashi all(! Uchikawa 
(1905). These fuzzy rules eau be ntilized for the design of fuzzy controller . It is 
assumed that t he i-th fnzzy rule of t he fuzzy model of the controlled object is 
obtained as 

R~ : If y~,, is A;1 and y~,,_ 1 is A ;2 awl · · · 
and u~, is B;1 and v,~,_ 1 is B;2 and · · · 
then 7/k+ l = A;.o, 
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where y is the output of the controlled objec:t, u is the manipulated variable and 
suuscript k means the sampling time. Ai.i, Bi.i (j = 1, 2, · · ·) arc fuzzy mnnuers. 
In this type of rule expressions, the inputs and ontputs of the controlled oujec:t 
are bounded. These fuzzy rules of the model of the controlled object provide 
uscfnl information for the design of the fuzzy controller. The following i-th fuzzy 
rule of the fuzzy eontroller can be clcsignccl by incorporating experts' know-how: 

Rb : If rk+l is AiO 
and Yk is Ail and YJ,c-1 is Ai2 and · · · 
and v.k-1 is Bil and uk-2 is B;.2 and · · · 
then 1l.k = BiD, 

where r denotes the counnand of the system. 
Usually, the iuput and ontput variables of the fuzzy controller and the fuzzy 

model of the controlled object arc divided fuzzily as shown in Fig. l(a). For 
the rougl1 evalnatiou of the designed fnzzy controller with the experts' control 
knowledge, this paper uses the following approximation. All of the input and 
outpnt variables of the fuzzy controller and the fuzzy model of the controlled 
object are divided crisply as shown in Fig. l(b). The divided points arc set at the 
crossing points of the membership functions. This crisp division makes the fired 
rules of the fuzzy controller and the fuzzy model, which have truth values greater 
then 0, be single each. These simplified fuzzy rnles can be considered as discrete 
description of the controller ami the controlled object. This approximation 
sacrifices the rigorous descriptiou of the behavior of the fuzzy control system. 
But it is effective to grasp the overall behavior of the fnzzy control system 
ca..'iily. Fine tuning of membership fnnctious is tl!C uext step after the guarantee 
of stability by this analysis. 

3. Stability analysis 

3.1. Matrix representation of network 

In this paper, the fuzzy control system is described as a pctri net . In this petri 
net, all the trausitiol1s have only one input each. 

The fuzzy control system is expressed with a bipartite directed rnultigraph 
expression of the petri nets. Fig. 2 shows an example of the bipartite directed 
nmltigraph. 0 denotes the place P; .. The places describe a set of conditions. 
I denotes the transition t.i. The transitions ignite the transitions of tokens. • 
denotes the token and represents a condition of the system. --> denotes the arc:. 
Arcs indicate the directions of flow of tokens. 

The transition occurs when the input place has a token . This transition 
removes the token from its inpnt place and puts the token on its output place. 

The proposed method describes the fuzzy control system as a bipartite di
rected multigraph according to the following steps: 
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(a) Fn~~y division (b) Crisp division 

F igure 1. Approxinmtion of membership functiou nsiug crisp divisiou 
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1. The places Ppi are created . Each place corresponds to one of the states of 
the controlled object. The inner state of each place has the output of the 
controlled object y an cl the couuuancl value r. 

2. The transitions tci are created. The number of the tci is the same as that 
of the fuzzy control rules. Each transition has a connection from one of 
the places Ppi with an arc, and to one of the places Pci with another arc. 
The transition tci denotes the firing of the i-th rule of the fu;.-;;.-;y controller. 

3. The places Pci are created. Each place l1as a cormection froll! one of the 
transition tci with an arc . Pci denotes the state after the firing of the 
i-th fu:t:ty control rule. The inner state of each place has the manipnlatcd 
value v., the output of the controlled object y, and the cmmwmcl value r. 

4. The trausitions tpi arc created. The nluubcr of tpi is the same as that 
of the fu:t;.-;y control rnlcs. Each trausition tpi does not have one-to-one 
correspondence to each rnle of the fnzzy model of the controlled object. 
Each transition tpi has a councctiou from one of the places Pci, and to OJIC 

of the places P1,i. The firiug of the tnwsition tpi meaus the firing of the 
i-th rnlc of the fuzzy model of the controlled object. 

By the above steps, the fuz:ty control system can be expressed witl1 bipartite 
directed multigraph. Each transitiou has ouly one iuput. Fig. 2 show::; tl!C 
bipartite directed nmltigraph of the following rules: 

R~ If rk is N allCl J/1.: is Z then uk=N 
R~ If rk is N all(! 7/k is N then u,,=N 

R} If ?/h: is Z and 7/.k is N theu J/k+l =N 
R~ If 7/k is Nand v.,,, is N then Y!:+l = N. 

The stability analysis of the fu:tzy control system can be done nsiug the 
obtaiued bipartite directed nmltigraph which eau be transformed to a matrix. 

Matrice::; n-, n+ arc defined. n - denotes the input fnnc:tiou of the petri 
uet allCl n+ mcaus the output fnllC:tiou of the pctri uet. Each IJiatrix has n 
rows and '/11. column::;. n meau::; the lllllnbcr of places and '/11. means the Iunuber 
of transitions . ij-th elements of the matrices arc defined as follows: 

n-[i,j] 
n+ [i, j] 

#(Pi, I(ti)) 
#(Pi, O(ti) ), 

(1) 

where P; denotes the state of i-th place and ti dmwtcs the j-tl1 tnmsition, I(ti) 
describe::; a ::;et of inpnt places needed to fire the transitiou t.i , O(ti) describes 
a set of output plac:cs of the transitiou ti, #(Pi,I(ti)) dcuotcs the Junnbcr of 
tokem; ou Pi which arc m~cdccl to fire the tran::;itiou t.i, #(P;, O(t.i)) al::io denotes 
the lllllllber of tokens ou Pi which arc ill(:rcased after t!JC firing of the tran::;itiou 
!;.i . 

From the above definitions, the iupnt-ontpnt fnll(:timl of pctri uct::; eau he 
defined a::; 

D = n + - n - . (2) 
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The transition from the initial marking J.Lo, which denotes the number of initial 
tokens on each place, to the marking J.L by the firing sequence of transitions 
(J = ti 1 ti2 · · • th, is expressed with 

J.L = J.Lo + D · f((J), (3) 

where f((J) is the firing vector for the sequence t11 · · · ti.,· The i-th component 
f( (J )i of f( (J) means the number of firings of ti at sequence ti 1 t.i2 · · · tj,,. In this 
paper, all the transitions of the petri net have one input each. The transition 
possible to be fired at the marking J.L can be calc:ulated as 

D
_T 

. J.L, (4) 

where n-T means the transposed matrix of n- . From eqs. (3) and (4), the 
marking after the transition at the marking J.Lk is calculated as 

J.Lk +D. n-r. J.LJ., 

(I+ D · D_T) · J.Lb 

(5) 

where I is unit matrix. Since this petri net describes the control system, the 
token moves from one of the places of the controller to one of the places of 
the controlled object and vice versa, alteruately. Let J.Lk be the marking of the 
controller, then J.L~ is the marking of the controlled object. At one sampling 
time, two transitions each in the controller and in the controlled obj ect occm. 
The marking J.Lk at k samplings from the initial state J.Lo is described <~..<; follows: 

J.Lk (I+ D · D_T) · J-£~, _ 1 
(I+ D · D_T) ·(I + D · D_T) · J.Lk-1 

(I+ D · D_T) 2 · J.Lk-1 

where a matrix A is defined as 

Eq. (G) can be re-described as 

A 2J., 
J.Lk = · J.Lo · 

In the case of Fig. 2, the marking J.L is described as 

( 

Pp1 ) 
Pp2 

pcl 

Pc2 

J.L 

(G) 

(7) 
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(8) 

This marking HhowH that place Pp1 haH a token and the others have no token. 
The input function is 

( ~ ~ ~ ~) 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 

(9) 

I. (10) 

The output func:tion is 

n+= ( ~ ~ ~ ~) 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 

(11) 

From the above functions, the input-output function is 

D n+-n- (12) 

(I 
0 0 0 

) -1 1 1 
(13) 

0 -1 0 
1 0 -1 

As a result, the matrix A is 

A l+D·D_T (14) 

D- +D·IT (15) 

n+ (1G) 

u 0 0 0 

) 0 1 1 
(17) 

0 0 0 
1 0 0 

3.2. Stability 

The stability of the fuzzy control system can be analyzed using the above ma
trices and vectors. 

The behavior of the fuzzy control system simplified as the discrete system 
can be expressed with eq. (7). Wheu the initial state of fuzzy control system 
has one token on an arbitrary place Pp;, thiH token moves onto one of the places 
PP.i at 2k( k 2:: 1). As a result , the stability of the fuzzy control system can be 
defined as follows: 
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DEFINITION 3.1 (EQUILIBRIUM STATE) The m.o:rk:in.g /-LJ.c at sampling ti·111.e /;: is 
in !.he equilib·riurn. state whe·re 

I 
1-LJ.c =I- 1-LJ.:> (18) 

1-LJ.c+ 1 1-Lkl (19) 
I 

1-LJ.c+ 1 
I 

I-Lk. (20) 

This definition expresses that the umrkings for both the controller aud the 
controlled object rcma.iu nnc:lmnged. 

DEFINITION 3.2 (PERIODIC STATE) The mo:rbng /-Lk at sa·rnpling time /;: is in 
the pe.,-iodic state whe.,-e the·re e1:ists a. positive intege·r >.. :::: 2, and 

I 
1-LJ.c =I= 

i-Lk+>. 
I 

i-Lk+>. 

/-LJ.c, 

J-L~.c' 
I 

J-L J.c. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

This definition expresses that the same markings appear periodically at more 
than 1 sarnpliug time. 

DEFINITION 3.3 (UNSTABLE STATE) The m.mking /-Lk at sampling ti·me /;: is in 
the unstable state whe.,-e 

(24) 

This method deals with bounded iupnt-bouncled output (I3IBO) coutrolled ob
ject. The transitions occur in the bonndecl area. Uustable state of the system 
is defined as the one without any transitious to be fired uext. 

DEFINITION 3.4 (ASYMPTOTICALLY STABLE) The fuzzy contmlsystem. is a.sym.p
totica.lly stable whe.,-e the·re e1:ist J( :::: 0 fo.,- any initial m.(l.'fking J-Lo and 

i-LK+1 J-Lg, 
I I 

J-L J{ +1 J-L J{ ' 

A lemma is derived using the above definitious. 

(25) 

(2G) 
(27) 

LEMMA 3. 1 (UNSTABLE STATE) I.ff any on.e of ii -th elem.ents of the ·rno.t-ri1: A 
in eq. (7) is 1, the fuzzy cont·f'Ol system has u.nsta.ble sta.te(s). 

The theorem of stability is derived as follows: 

THEOREM 3.1 (ASYMPTOTICALLY STABLE) The necessa.Ty and sufficient con
dition of asymptotic stability of the f11.zzy contml system. simplified as the disC'rete 
system fo., · G.'l·bit·m.,·y initial state is that the·re e1:ists no zem colum:n vectoT and 
no 11.nity ii-th elem.ent and 

'/'O,nk An= 2 

for n-dimensional squa·re m.atri~; A. 
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7/k+l 11 N I J~, I p 

N N N z 
11.~, z N z z 

p z p p 

Table 1. Fnzzy ruleH of coutrolled object 

[Proof] 
(Sufficient condition) 

The state of fuzzy control HyHtcm J-Lk at k( = n/2) sampling after the initial 
state J-Lo is described as 

I-Lk = A 2k . J-Lo 
from eq. (7) . T here exists no zero colmrm vector in A and any ii-th 
clement of A is uot 1, so 

J-L~, -=1- I-Lk· 
Since, 

rankAn = 2. 
At k = n/2, the state of fuzzy control system J-Lhc settles dowu to 

J-L~, = e[i] 
regardless of the initial state J-Lo. e[i] denotes n-dimensional unit row 
vector. As a result, the marking will not change after k, and 

1-Lk+l I-Lk 
e[i]. 

(Necessary condition) 
Self-evident by the dcfiuitious. 

4. Simulation 

Iu this section, the proposed method is applied to the simple control system to 
verify the proposed stabili ty analysis method. 

Table 1 and 2 show the fuzzy rules of a fnzzy model of a controlled object 
and a fuzzy controller used in this siumlatiou. 

T he iuput functiou of the fuzzy control system defined in Table 1 and 2 is 

1 0 0 () 0 () 

() 1 () () () 0 

D- 0 () 1 0 () 0 
(28) 

() () 0 1 0 () 

() 0 0 0 1 0 
() 0 () 0 0 1 
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v.,, 11 N I y~ I p I 

I rk I N 11 N I N I Z I 

Table 2. Fuzzy rules of controller 

= I. 

The output function is 

0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

n+= 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 

(20) 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 

From the above functions, the input-output function is 

-1 0 0 1 1 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 1 

D= 
0 0 -1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 

(30) 

0 1 0 0 -1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 -1 

As a result, the matrix A is 

0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

A= 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 

(31) 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 

Here, this G-dimensional square matrix satisfies 

1 1 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

A6= 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 1 

(32) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Ps:Yk=Z,Uk=N 

~----1 o-- t3 

p3: y k = p p6 : y k = p, u k = z 

Figure 3. Bipartite directed multigraph of simulation system 

and 

rankA6 = 2. (33) 

From Theorem 3.1, the behavior of this control system is asymptotically stable. 

Fig. 3 shows the bipartite directed multigraph of the fuzzy control system. 
Since this controller is very simple, it is easy to see from this graph that this sys
tem is asymptot ically stable. The stability analysis method has the merit to he 
able to examine the colltrol system by matrix computation without exhausting 
all the paths in complex graphs. 

Fig. 4 shows the result of simulations whose illitial states y0 are 'N', 'Z' and 
'P', respectively. The horizontal axes mean the sampling time and the vertical 
axes mean the output of the controlled object. The result of the simulations 
show that the outputs are settled down to the command value rk = 'N'. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presented a theory on the stability of the fuzzy control system using 
the petri nets. The fuzzy control system is described as a matrix based on the 
bipartite directed multigraph. The further work is to show the validity of the 
simplification of fuzzy control system into the discrete system. The condition 
of the fuzzy control system for this validity ;;houlcl be clarified, and the design 
of fuzzy controller will be guided for the valid evaluation of stability. 
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